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Abstract: Based on the actual measurement of the shear-thickening properties of water-based inks,
in order to improve the ink transfer rate, the PLIC (Piecewise Linear Interface Construction) interface
tracking method and the VOF (Volume of Fluid) method are used to simulate the transfer process of
the shear-thickening liquid between the U-shaped cell and the upwardly moving plate. The effects of
substrate surface wettability, cell contact angle, and cell depth on liquid transfer were studied. The
results showed that all can increase the liquid transfer rate, and the change of the cell contact angle
also led to the difference in the breaking time of the liquid filament. In addition, the shallow plate
effect was discovered in the study of cell depth. The shallow plate effect is a phenomenon by which
the amount of liquid transferred and the liquid transfer rate are greatly improved when the depth of
the cell decreases to a certain limit value. In addition, for the U-shaped cell, the optimization method
combining the shallow printing plate effect and fillet can greatly improve the liquid transfer rate and
solve the undesirable problems such as plate blocking. After optimization, a liquid transfer rate of
about 85% can be achieved.

Keywords: gravure printing; shear-thickening liquid; VOF method; cell optimization

1. Introduction

In recent years, water-based ink has been used in gravure printing as an environmen-
tally friendly material [1]. Water-based ink uses water as a solvent, which greatly reduces
the emission of VOC (volatile organic compounds) [2–4]. Especially in the field of food and
drug packaging, water-based ink gravure printing has broad application prospects [5,6].
Gravure printing is a direct printing method, in which the ink is in direct contact with the
substrate [7,8]. The principle of the gravure printing process is shown in Figure 1. The
engraved roller with cells is partially immersed in the ink tank. With the rotation of the
engraved roller, the blade scrapes off the ink in the blank part. Then, under the combined
action of the engraved roller and the impression roller, the ink in the cell is transferred to
the substrate [9–11].

The inks used in printing are usually non-Newtonian fluids [12], which mainly include
shear-thickening liquids and shear-thinning liquids [13]. By simulating the transfer of
Newtonian fluid between plates, we found inertia driving fluid toward the surface with the
higher contact angle and wettability driving fluid toward the surface with the lower contact
angle. Additionally, when the capillary number is fixed, the amount of liquid transferred
increases as the contact angle of the upper plate increases [14]. For the transfer of shear-
thinning fluid between plates, the capillary number is the main influencing factor [15]. The
effect of the velocity on the ink transfer ratio to the upper plate is more significant when the
capillary number is greater than 1. When the capillary number is less than 1, the surface
tension effect has a significant influence on the ink transfer. For shear-thickening liquids,
Sunilkumar Khandavalli et al. investigated the impact of shear-thickening on the liquid
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transfer from an idealized gravure cell by a combination of experiments and numerical
computations [16]. It mainly measured the effect of speed change on the ink transfer rate to
avoid certain states in the viscosity function that are not conducive to ink transfer. Liquids
with different rheological properties have a significant impact on the transfer process and
transfer results. In the research of gravure printing liquid process, an accurate description
of liquid properties is an important condition to ensure the accuracy of simulation.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of gravure printing process.

In gravure printing, many factors such as cell shape, material parameters, printing pro-
cess, and printing environment will affect the liquid transported in the printing system [17].
In the experimental research of ink transfer, the proportionally enlarged cell model was
often used. The research found that the movement of the contact line between the cell
and the moving roller mainly affected the liquid transfer process and determined the
transfer accuracy of the gravure [18,19]. Experimental research can intuitively describe the
process of liquid transfer, but it is difficult to extract data during the transfer process. With
the development of computer technology, simulation has gradually become an effective
means of experimental research [20,21]. At present, simulation has been applied in many
fields and achieved good results [22,23]. In the ink transfer research work, many scholars
also used a simulation method to carry out related research work [24–26]. Powell et al.
described a Lagrangian finite element method for solving free surface flow and calculated
the transfer process of Newtonian fluid from a trapezoidal cell to a horizontal substrate
moving vertically downwards [27]. The influence of the change of the horizontal substrate
and the separation speed on the liquid transfer was briefly discussed, and the approximate
transfer rate was predicted. The limitation of the Lagrangian finite element algorithm is
that it cannot simulate the fracture of the liquid filament and the change after the fracture.
The VOF method has been proven to be able to simulate the changes of complex interfaces
more accurately [28–31]. Huang et al. used the VOF method to simulate the liquid transfer
process between two parallel plates, trapezoidal cells, and a moving plate [32]. It was
observed that the liquid transfer process between the trapezoidal cell and the moving plate
was divided into three stages: (1) a whole stretching stage; (2) a central stretching, breakup,
and recoil stage; and (3) an equilibrium stage. However, their simulation was based on
Newtonian fluids and did not involve a specific description of the ink transfer results.
Fatemeh Ghadiri et al. studied the transfer process of non-Newtonian fluid between the
plate and the trapezoidal cell [33] and optimized the parameters of the trapezoidal cell,
which may make the ink transfer rate reach about 92%.

From the above research, it was found that there are two vacancies in the related re-
search work of ink transfer. First of all, most of the liquids in the simulation are Newtonian
liquids and shear-thinning liquids. There is no report on the transfer of shear-thickening
liquids between the cell and the plate. This paper measured and introduces a power law
model to describe the shear-thickening properties of water-based inks, making the research
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results more comprehensive. Second, in the current research on liquid transfer between
cells and plates, most of the model structures are trapezoidal cells. However, with the
continuous development of laser direct engraving technology, which has the advantage
of high speed, high resolution, and arbitrary cell design [34–36], there are more and more
applications of U-shaped cells formed by laser engraving.

In order to fill the abovementioned gaps, this paper used the PLIC interface tracking
method and the VOF method to simulate the process of liquid with shear-thickening
properties from the U-shaped cell to the upwardly moving plate, and the transfer process
is described in detail. The effects of substrate surface wettability, cell contact angle, and
cell depth on the liquid transfer process and results were studied, and the shallow effect in
U-shaped cells was discovered and studied. In addition, the U-shaped cell was optimized
for the purpose of improving the liquid transfer rate.

2. Ink Properties and Model Parameters

Water-based ink is a uniform, paste-like substance composed of binders, pigments,
auxiliaries, and other substances. It has low viscosity and good fluidity and is generally
a non-Newtonian fluid. In this paper, a Brookfield RST rheometer was used to measure
the rheological properties of water-based inks. The results showed that the viscosity of
water-based inks increases with the increase of shear rate. The relationship between shear
rate (ε) and shear stress (τ) is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the relationship between
the two is non-linear and the curve conforms to the characteristics of the shear-thickening
liquid, which indicates that the water-based ink used in this study was a shear-thickening
liquid [37].
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Figure 2. Change of shear stress with shear rate.

For shear-thickening fluids, the most widely used rheological model is the power
law model [38–40]. The power law model can describe the viscosity change under the
intermediate shear rate measured in this paper. Its basic formula is:

η(ε)= kεn−1 (1)

where η is the shear viscosity, k is the consistency index, n is the power law exponent,
and ε is the magnitude of the rate of strain tensor or the shear rate of the fluid. Fitting
the experimental data with the power law model, the viscosity coefficient k = 0.04 Pa · Sn

and the power law exponent n = 1.4. Table 1 is the fluid property parameters. Generally
speaking, when the liquid exhibits shear-thickening properties, the viscosity cannot be
described solely by the deformation rate [41]. Therefore, the above formula just simply
provides a qualitative prediction of liquid shear-thickening.
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Table 1. Fluid properties’ parameters.

Parameters Date

Liquid density 1000 kg m−3

Liquid surface tension 1 N m−1

Initial liquid viscosity 0.08 Pa·s
Air density 1.22 kg m−3

Air viscosity 1.8 × 10−5 Pa·s

The laser direct engraving technology modulates the energy and pulse intensity of
laser pulses by digital image data to instantly melt and vaporize the processed materials to
achieve the purpose of engraving cells [35,36]. Compared with traditional plate-making
methods, laser engraving gravure technology can arbitrarily define the shape of the cell
opening. The longitudinal section of the cell is U-shaped and has the advantages of high
precision, simple process, and fast speed. It has quickly become a research hotspot in the
field of gravure plate making. Therefore, this work focused on the research of the new
U-shaped cell, the model structure, and the grid system, which are shown in Figure 3. The
wall part was simplified as a U-shaped cell and an upwardly moving upper plate. The
fluid part includes air and ink. The α and β are the contact angles of the liquid with the
upper plate and the cell wall, respectively. St is the thickness of the thinnest part of the
liquid filament. Wt is the width of the contact line on the upper plate. Ht is the depth of the
contact line on the cell wall. R is the corner radius of the cell. Bt is the width of the contact
line at the bottom of the cell. The cell geometric parameters in the simulation are shown
in Table 2.
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Table 2. Cell geometry parameters.

Parameters Date

Cell open width, a 80 µm
Cell depth, h 40 µm

Initial distance between cell and upper plate, c0 8 µm
Upper plate move speed, uw 1 m/s

Calculation time step 2 × 10−8 s

During the simulation, in order to better observe the changes in the position of the
contact line, the contact angle in each simulation was a fixed value, and the contact line
was allowed to move freely on the wall. At the beginning of the simulation, after a certain
time step of iteration, the contact angle reached the set contact angle and the free liquid
surface was stable. Then, the cell was partially fixed and the upper plate moved upward at
a constant speed, uw. Because the liquid filament had symmetry in the state of the lowest
energy, the model was simplified to a two-dimensional axisymmetric model without
affecting the calculation [15,42]. The upper plate and the walls of the cell adopted no-slip
boundary conditions, and the ports on the left and right were set as constant pressure
outlet to connect with the outside air. Due to the existence of the outlet at both ports of the
cell, there must be a certain distance c0 between the cell and the upper plate in the initial
state, which led to the upper plate and could not directly contact with the cell and could
not simulate the effect of imprint force.

3. Numerical Methods

The VOF model is based on a variety of incompatible fluids (two or more). The fluid
flow was simulated by solving the momentum conservation equation and calculating the
volume fraction of each fluid passing through the calculation area. Assuming that the fluid
is incompressible, gas-liquid is incompatible, and the free liquid surface is allowed to move
freely on the wall, the mass conservation equation and momentum conservation equation
are as follows:

∂(ρυ)

∂t
+∇ · (ρυ× υ) = −∇p +∇ ·

(
µ

(
∇→υ ×

(
∇→υ

)t
))

+ fg + fst (2)

∇ · ρυ = 0 (3)

Among them, ρ is the density, p is the pressure, v is the velocity vector, t is the time,
µ is the dynamic viscosity, fg is the gravity, and fst is the surface tension. In this model,
gravity can be ignored, that is, fg = 0.

The VOF method can record the volume fraction of each grid calculation unit, and
the fluid volume fraction function is the ratio of the fluid volume to the grid volume in the
grid. The VOF method evolves around the volume fraction Q, and the parameter Q has the
following properties:

Q =


0 inside the gas phase

> 0,< 1 at the free suface
1 inside the water phase

(4)

The position of the free surface is determined by the gradient transport equation:

∂Q
∂t

+∇ · (ρQ) = 0 (5)

The shape of the free surface is reconstructed using a second-order piecewise linear
interface construction (PLIC) scheme. It uses straight line segments to represent the fluid
interface in a single computational grid approximately. For the calculation grid with
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0 < Q < 1, the density ρ and dynamic viscosity µ of each item can be determined by the
volume fraction Q:

ρ= Qρ1 + (1−Q)ρ2 (6)

µ= Qµ1 + (1−Q)µ2 (7)

Among them, ρ1 and µ1 are the density and viscosity of the first term, respectively,
and ρ2 and µ2 are the density and viscosity of the second term, respectively.

The liquid surface tension fst is:

fst = σstκn (8)

In the above formula, σst is the surface tension coefficient and κ = −(∇ · n) is the free
surface curvature, which represents the gradient operator perpendicular to the free surface.
The n is the unit normal vector of the free surface, which can be expressed as:

n =
∇Q
|∇Q| (9)

The SIMPLEC (Semi-Implicit-Method for Pressure Linked Equations-Consistent) al-
gorithm and the second-order upwind form are used to calculate the pressure-velocity
coupling problem and the fluxes at the grid cell interfaces, respectively. The explicit Euler
scheme for time advancement is employed for the transport equation and the momentum
equation. The resulting system of algebraic equations is solved iteratively at each time
step. In this study, the ICEM module in ANSYS was used for modeling and meshing, the
numerical calculation was carried out in the FLUENT software, and the post-processing
was carried out in the CFD-post module.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. The Effect of Substrate Wettability

The better the wettability of the substrate, the smaller the angle formed by the liquid
and the substrate [43]. In order to observe the influence of substrate wettability on liquid
transfer, the cell contact angle βwas fixed at 90◦ and the upper plate contact angle αwas
set to 30◦, 45◦, and 60◦, respectively. The time evolution of strain rate and contact line
under different α conditions (Figure 4) was used to study the liquid transfer process. Take
α = 30◦ as an example to study the transfer process. At t = 0 µs, there was the highest strain
rate near the contact line, which was due to the deformation of the free liquid surface in
order to reach the set contact angle. In the stretching stage, the position of the contact angle
and the thinnest part of the liquid had obvious changes. Additionally, as the liquid filament
continued to stretch, the strain rate of the thinnest part of the liquid filament gradually
increased until it broke. After the liquid filament broke, the liquid rebounded in the upper
plate and the cell under the action of surface tension. At t = 100 µs, the liquid reached a
steady state and the transfer process ended.

The change trend of the thickness of the thinnest part of the liquid filament (St) and
the width of the contact line on the upper plate (Wt) are shown in Figure 5. It was found
that the St curve showed a downward trend as a whole and the rate of change of the curve
decreased with time during the stretching phase. The breaking time of the liquid filament
decreased with the increase of α, but this difference was not very obvious. The change
trend of Wt (Figure 5b) was consistent with the instantaneous contour of strain rate in
Figure 4. Wt decreased significantly in the early stage of stretching and tended to be flat in
the later stage of stretching. After the liquid filament broke, the action of surface tension
made the liquid rebound to the upper plate, which made Wt increase rapidly. Finally, the
liquid reached an equilibrium state in both the upper plate and the cell, and Wt no longer
changed. The difference in Wt caused by different α may be an important factor leading to
the difference in ink transfer rate.
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Figure 6 characterizes the effect of α on ink transfer rate. It can be seen that the ink
transfer rate decreased linearly with increasing α. Combining the changes of Wt (Figure 5b)
and liquid transfer rate under different α, it was found that the movement of the contact
line greatly affected the ink transfer. Since the surface with good wettability was more
conducive to the adhesion of liquid, the reduction of the contact angle of the upper plate
could increase the contact length of the liquid and the upper plate and further increase the
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amount of liquid being stretched. Therefore, the final liquid transfer rate increased as the
wettability of the substrate surface became better.
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In actual production, in order to increase the ink transfer rate, pretreatments such as
corona are carried out before the printing of weakly adsorbing substrates such as metals
and films [44,45]. The conclusion that corona treatment can reduce the contact angle
and improve the ink transfer rate is consistent with the simulation results of this paper.
However, the contact angle is not as small as possible. If the contact angle is too small,
the spreading diameter of the liquid on the surface of the substrate will increase, causing
problems such as enlarged dots and poor printing quality [46].

4.2. The Effect of Cell Contact Angle

The upper plate contact angle αwas fixed at 30◦, and βwas set to 60◦, 90◦, and 105◦ to
study the influence of cell contact angle β on ink transfer. According to the time evolution
of the contact line in the process of liquid transfer (Figure 7), it was found that the liquid
filament breakage time and the position of the contact line on the side wall of the cell were
obviously different due to the difference of β. Figure 8a shows the change trend of the
thinnest liquid filament width (St) over time. With the increase of β, the breaking time of
the liquid filament was about 58 µs, 81 µs, and 99 µs, respectively. This phenomenon that
the breakage time of the liquid filament increases with the increase of βmay be related to
the change of the position of the contact line on the side wall of the cell.
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Figure 8b is the change trend of the depth of the contact line in the cell (Ht) over time.
At t = 0 µs, the smaller β caused more liquid to be adsorbed on the cell wall, resulting in
smaller Ht. In the stretching stage, it was obvious that the Ht curve rose first and then fell.
This downward trend was most obvious when β = 60◦. This shows that the smaller the
contact angle of the cell, the more liquid will fall back into the cell in the middle and late
stages of stretching, which may be the reason for the earlier breakage time of the liquid
filament. Then, the liquid filament broke and the Ht curve further dropped and finally
reached a plateau.

It can also be observed from Figure 8b that the depth of the contact line in the cell
increased as β increased, which means that the amount of liquid fixed in the cell was
reduced, resulting in an increase in the final liquid transfer rate. This is consistent with the
conclusion described in Figure 9, that the liquid transfer rate increased as β increased. It is
worth noting that the relationship between ink transfer rate and β was not linear. With the
increase of β, the change of ink transfer rate became more obvious. However, considering
the effect of the printing plate material and the squeegee, a too-high cell contact angle
has no reference meaning in actual printing. For the case of emptying Newtonian liquid,
Huang et al. observed that the liquid transfer rate is only weakly correlated with β [32],
but the change in β in this simulation greatly affected the liquid transfer rate. Therefore,
the liquid transfer rate increases with the increase of the cell contact angle, and the shear-
thickening property of the liquid can promote the influence of the cell contact angle on the
ink transfer rate.
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4.3. Shallow Printing Plate Effect

Under different contact angle combinations, the effect of cell depth on liquid transfer
was studied. The changes in the mass of liquid removed and transfer rate with cell depth
are shown in Figure 10. It was found that there was no obvious change in the mass of
liquid removed from the cell when the cell depth changed from 16 µm to 42 µm, and the
liquid transfer rate gradually decreased with the increase of the total liquid volume. In
addition, we made important discoveries in the study of cell depth. When the cell depth
was reduced to a certain limit, the mass of liquid transferred and liquid transfer rate were
greatly improved. We call this discovery the shallow printing plate effect.
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In order to further explore the reason why the shallow printing plate effect increases
the liquid transfer rate, the liquid transfer process under three different parameters was
selected for analysis (Figure 11). It was found that the movement of the contact line was the
main reason for the increase in liquid transfer rate. In the shallow printing plate effect, the
depth of the cell was shallow enough so that the contact line gradually broke away from
the restraint of the side wall of the cell during the stretching process and the liquid transfer
process evolved into a stretching process between two flat plates (the upper plate and the
bottom of the cell). However, it can be found from Figure 11 that due to the limitation of
the contact angle, a small part of the liquid was left in the cell corners during the transfer
process. Table 3 shows the critical cell depth that can achieve the shallow effect under
different cell contact angles and the mass of liquid removed under the combination of the
two. With the increase of the cell contact angle, the critical value of cell depth that can reach
the shallow effect shows an increasing trend and the residual liquid volume corresponding
to the two shows a decreasing trend. Although the volume of residual liquid was slightly
different under different combinations, this residual was not conducive to liquid transfer.

Table 3. The critical value of cell depth under different cell contact angles and the remaining cell
volume under the combination of the two.

The Cell Contact Angle, β (◦) The Cell Depth, h (µm) Mass of Residual Liquid,
(10−6 µg)

45 11.2 71.4482
60 12 61.6148
75 13.6 46.6314
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In the shallow printing plate effect, the liquid transfer process evolves into a stretching
process between two plates, and the increase of the cell contact angle can increase the
liquid transfer rate. Hyun Wook Kang et al. conducted an experimental study on the
liquid transfer process between two separate plates [47]. Among them, the influence of
contact angle on liquid transfer was studied, and the conclusion that the liquid transfer
rate increases with the increase of the contact angle of the lower plate was obtained, which
is consistent with the simulation results of this paper. In this paper, the liquid transfer rate
obtained under the parameters α = 30◦, β = 75◦, and h = 13.6 µm was 82.53%, which is
close to the liquid transfer rate of about 84% when α = 30◦ and β = 78◦ in the Hyun Wook
Kang experiment [47]. These data prove the accuracy of the shallow printing plate effect.

4.4. Cell Shape Optimization

During the liquid transfer process in the shallow printing plate effect, it was found
that from the lowest point of the contact line touching the bottom of the cell to the end of
the liquid transfer process there will be liquid residue at the corners of the cell. Because
the residual liquid volume was small and the residual liquid existed for close to the entire
transfer process, the residual liquid was more likely to dry and solidify at the corners of
the cell. With the increase of the number of transfers, the bad phenomenon of blockage
will eventually be caused.

It may be an effective method to set corresponding fillets at the cell corners. Figure 12
shows the relationship between the fillet radius and the mass of liquid removed under
different parameters. It was seen that the mass of residual liquid gradually decreased
with the increases of fillet radius. Moreover, corresponding to the mass of residual liquid
(Table 3) at the critical cell depth of the shallow printing plate effect, the fillet radius that
could completely remove the residual liquid decreased with the increase of β.
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The fillet radius was further studied under the parameters of α = 30◦, β = 60◦, and
h = 12 µm. From the transfer process of liquid in the cells with different fillet radius at
t = 30 µs (Figure 13), it was found that the fillet corners could effectively eliminate the
liquid residue in the cell corners. In addition, the size of the fillet radius significantly
affected the position of the contact line. The change of the width of the contact line at
the bottom of the cell (Bt) and thickness of the thinnest part of the liquid (St) with the
fillet radius is shown in Figure 14a. When the fillet radius was in the range of 0 µm to
3.2 µm, the residual liquid was not completely removed. As the fillet radius increased, St
decreased significantly, which means that the liquid filament broke earlier. However, Bt
showed an upward trend and more liquid was not transferred, which is not conducive
to the improvement of the liquid transfer rate. The description of the ink transfer rate
in Figure 14b also confirms this point. On the basis of eliminating the residual liquid,
increasing the fillet radius can change this problem. When the fillet radius increased from
3.2 µm to 12 µm, it was obvious that both St and Bt showed a downward trend and the
final liquid transfer rate increased slightly with the increase of the fillet radius (Figure 14b).
For U-shaped cells, the optimization method combining the shallow printing plate effect
and the fillet radius can greatly improve the liquid transfer rate and solve the undesirable
problems such as plate blocking.
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Figure 14. (a) The thickness of the thinnest part of the liquid filament and the width of the contact line on the bottom of the
cell (α = 30◦, β = 60◦, h = 12 µm); (b) the transfer rate with the fillet radius under different β.

In all the combinations simulated in this paper, the ink transfer rate was up to about
85%. The optimal parameters were α = 30◦, β = 75◦, cell depth h = 13.6 µm, and fillet
radius R = 13.6 µm. Even when the fillet radius was 6 µm, the liquid transfer rate reached
about 84.7%. However, in order to consider the break time of the liquid filament, it is more
recommended to use a large fillet radius.

5. Conclusions

This work took the U-shaped cell formed by laser direct engraving technology as the
research object. Based on the measured rheological properties of water-based ink, the PLIC
interface tracking method and the VOF method were used to simulate the transfer process
of the shear-thickening liquid between the U-shaped cell and the upwardly moving plate.
Additionally, in order to improve the liquid transfer rate, the U-shaped cell was optimized.

The measurement and analysis of the rheological properties of the water-based ink
found that the water-based ink is a non-Newtonian liquid with shear-thickening properties.
The surface wettability, cell contact angle, and cell depth of the substrate can have a
significant impact on the shear-thickening liquid transfer process. The wettability of the
substrate surface is represented by the size of the contact angle formed by the liquid and
the upper plate. The better the wettability means the smaller the angle formed. As the
contact angle of the upper plate decreased, the contact width between the liquid and the
upper plate increased and the final liquid transfer rate showed an upward trend. The
increase of the contact angle of the cell increased the depth of the contact line on the
cell wall, prolonged the breaking time of the liquid filament, and improved the liquid
transfer rate. We also considered the impact of cell depth on liquid transfer. The study
found that there was a limit value in the cell depth that increased with the increase of cell
contact angle. When the cell depth was greater than the limit value, there was almost no
change in the amount of transferred liquid and the ink transfer rate decreased as the depth
increased. When the cell depth was less than or equal to the limit value, the amount of
liquid transferred and the liquid transfer rate were greatly improved, which is called the
shallow printing plate effect. In addition, in view of the problem of residual liquid in the
shallow printing plate effect, the U-shaped cell was improved by introducing fillets. The
study found that the optimization method combining the shallow printing plate effect
and the fillet radius can greatly increase the ink transfer rate and solve the problem of
plate blocking. Finally, in the parameter combinations studied in this paper, the optimal
parameters were α = 30◦, β = 75◦, cell depth h = 13.6 µm, fillet radius R = 13.6 µm, and ink
transfer rate of up to about 85%.

The research in this article can not only promote the application of water-based inks
and the improvement of printing process, but also provide a basis for optimizing the shape
of U-shaped cell and increasing the ink transfer rate. In addition, the research results of
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this article provide a very useful reference value for the development of gravure printing
in electronic printing, film printing, and other fields. However, in the research of this
article, there are still many problems. For example, in gravure printing, high-pressure
printing force plays an important role in improving the liquid transfer rate, but it was not
realized in the current simulation. In future work, fluid-structure coupling can be used to
simulate the effect of imprinting force, so that the simulation results are more suitable for
actual printing.
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Nomenclature

Parameter Define
PLIC Piecewise Linear Interface Construction
VOF Volume of Fluid
VOC Volatile organic compounds
ε shear rate
τ shear stress
α The contact angles of the liquid with the upper plate
β The contact angles of the liquid with the cell wall
h cell depth
St The thickness of the thinnest part of the liquid filament
Ht The depth of the contact line on the cell wall
Bt The width of the contact line at the bottom of the cell
R The corner radius of the cell
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